
 This is Sandy  Sandy and his family have just moved.  This is 

Sandy’s new house    and his dog Jupiter  decide to 

explore their new house. 

 In the backyard they find lots of trees   In one  they find a 

swing.  In the top of another  they find a fort.   finds a rabbit hole 

and  finds a blackberry patch.   

 Inside the house,  and  find lots of closets and cupboards.  

There are many good hiding places in this new house.  They also find something quite 

surprising.  They are not the only ones that live in this house.  Somebody besides  

and  live in this house.  Somebody besides Sandy’s mom and dad 

live in this house.  In fact, there is another whole family that lives in this house.  It 

is a family of little creatures called Phoos. 

 Before  and his family moved in, the Phoos  lived in the cup-

boards and corners of this house.  They hid under the rugs, slid down the stairs, went 

swimming in the sink, and built a little tiny playground under the couch. 

 When  and  went exploring, father  was worried.  

“We may not have any place left to hide,” he said.  When  put his nose in the 

corner behind the big blue lamp, he bumped two little  

 “It may become very dangerous for us to live here,” said mother  
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 “But we like it here,” said all the  children.  “It is fun to slide down the 

stairs, and to hide under the rugs.  We like to swim in the kitchen sink.  We don’t want 

to move.” 

 Just then ‘s tail knocked over a lamp  The  came 

crashing down.  All the  ran for their lives. 

 “That’s it,” said father  “we have to move.” 

 All day father and mother  thought about moving.  Where could they 

go?  Father  paced back and forth, through the living room and into the 

kitchen.  Suddenly he noticed the refrigerator door was open.  He noticed 

cans and cartons, bowls and jars, many places where a Phoo could hide.   

 That night the Phoo family moved into the kitchen.  They built their playground 

in the drawer where the salad greens were kept.  They found a big chocolate 

cake which was dark and gooey, a great place for lots of Phoos to hide.  

There was watermelon  “Someone else already lives here,” said mother  

when she saw all the little seeds.  Only two Phoos hid in the watermelon.  The 

egg carton had many places to hide.  A great many of the  hid 

there.  Father  hollowed out the cheese  Lots of  hid 

there also.  A few  found that a bowl  of vegetable soup was a 

good place to swim.  They dived in. 
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 In the morning  went to the refrigerator to get his breakfast.  The   

were well hidden.  At first  didn’t notice them.  But when 

barked,   little  woke up and yawned.   heard the  

yawn and he began to look very carefully.  He found the  hiding in the  

He found some in the cheese  Can you help  and  find 

all the      

This story was written by Joan Zerzan, MS, RD. 
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